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Answer SIX questions only. Candidates may choose to answer all questions
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I. vector A is equal to A,i + erj + A,E in one set of axes and to
A,l'+Ar,i+A,,i' in another. The transformation law between axes
is { = c o,A,, t c r,Ar, + c,r,Ar,where cE, is the cosine of the angle between the
x and -r' axes and so on.
State the conesponding results for Arand 4.
(2O/ LOO)
Give the explicit form of the transformation law when the primed axes
are obtained from the unprimed axes by rotation through an angle g
about the z axis, so that z'= z. (3oltoo)
State the transformation between scalars S and 
^S'. (20/ rOO)
Write down the scalar product .4.f in terms of the components A,,8,
etc. and prove that for the rotation through o A.E transforms as a
scalar.
(3OlrOO)
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0(f) is a scalar field and a(f) is a vector field. State the definitions of
VO, V.A and Vx,4.
Prove that for any scalar field @(i) and vector field
V.(VxI)=0.
Evaluate VQ for the scalar fields (a) Q(7)=ax2
Q(7)=(axz +by' + cz2)-l
3. The vector field Aff> is Ag1 =l 
-IA,r,z), wherer" r"
Evaluate V.,4 and Vx,4.
Firld the values of V.a and Vx,4 for n=3lL
significance of these values.
(30/1OO)
A(D, vxvp=o and
(4o / LOO)
+byz + c12 and h)
(3Ol rOO)
,=(r' + y' + z,),,, .
(601100)
and explain the physical
(40lrOO)
4. A parlicle of mass m and charge e moves in a force field
F1f; = eEcos(cu)l -*gE where E and g are constants. Draw a diagram to
explain, with reasons, a physical arruulgement that would produce this
force field.
(3olroo)
Write down the equation of motion that gives the acceleraUon f 14.
(2O/ LoO)
Integrate the equation of motion twice to find the velocity n@ and
position F(r), including the constants of integration in general form.
(30/1O0)
Find i(r) and i(r) for the initial conditions il=voJ and 7 =-(eElmofyl
and describe the motion of the particle in words.
(2O/ rOO)
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5. Evaluate the volume integrals Jrf {nat, where f (i)= r' = x' + y' +42 and
6.
(a) Vis ttrebox 0(x( a,0<y<a,0<z<a(b) Visthesphere 0<r<R(c) Vis the cylinder 0<p <R, 0 3zSL where p=(x'+y')'''
State Gauss's and Stokes's theorems, using suitable diagrams
carefully tlee terms you use.
Evaluate both sides of Stokes's theorem for the vector
and the contour C which is tJle perimeter of
0<x(1,0<ySl, z=1.
(3O/rOO)
(30/1oo)
(4ol1Oo)
to define
(40lro0)
F14=z'l++*j
the square
(60/1OO)
to the mass
(2o/ too)
7. State Gauss's Law relating the gravitational field Ffr>
density p(7).
The density of a star depends only on distance r from the origin and is
given by p(V)= , {lo'u,, where po md a-areconstants.(r- + a'l-
Integrate p(V) to find the mass M (R) contained in the sphere
0 < r < R and hence find tJle gravitational field at r = R. [You may
use tf.e substitutior:^ u = 13l.
(60llOO)
Find the total mass Mo of the star as Mo = limM(R).
(20l 1O0)
8. Explain what is meant by a general orthogonal coordinate system(ur,ur,ur) artd define the quantities h1,h2,h, h the usual notation.
(2O/ rOO)
Prove that in spherical polar coordinates h, =7, h, = r andha = rsin? .
(2O/ r0o)
...4/ -
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An electrostatic potential function V(i) depends only on r and has the
form V(7) = v^ . Find the values of n for which YzV =0.
(30/ rOo)
Derive the corresponding values of electric field E = -YV and hence
explain the physical significance of each of the two values of n.
(30/1oo)
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